ON A PAIR OF CONNECTIONS WHICH IS COMPATIBLE
WITH AN ALMOST r-PARACONTACT STRUCTURE a. Atanaeiu in [l] has investigated a pair of linear connections compatible with an almost oontact structure on a manifold M· In this paper we introduce a notion of a pair of linear connections on a manifold U, that is compatible with an almost r-paraoontact structure on M· First we reoall some definitions, notations and theorems which will be used in the paper. Definition 1 [2] . If, on a manifold H, there exist a tensor field φ of the type (1,1), r vector fields 1 τ and r 1-forms ρ',.,.,ρ such that:
(1) Τ h e o; r e m 1- [2] . The general family of the almost r-paracontact connections on a manifold M with an almost r-paracontact structure Σ » (ψ* ξ (i)» The curvature tensor field R^y of an almost r-pa?apontact connection has the following properties [2] 1 
For a pair of oonneotions Γ and Γ we define a mean connection m m Γ given by its covariant derivative V and a deformation tensor field r of the type (1,2) of these connections in the following form m
We may define the acting of Γχ on 1-forms and tensor fields of the type (1,1)
On aooouñt of (21) and (26) we have In virtue of (22) In this terminology Theorem 9 may be written as follows T-h e. o,r e m 11. If, on a manifold M, there is given an almost r-paracontact structure Σ. = (φ, ξ ( j.)) i=i,... ,r with all p 1 closed, then Σ. is normal if and only if there A exists a connection V for which the connection V 
